**MasterFlow Cementitious Grouts**

**Recommendations for Cold Weather Grouting**

**MINIMUM PLACING TEMPERATURES FOR PRECISION GROUTING:**

Precision grouting includes the preparation and assembly of carefully aligned metal support plates that are leveled and supported in place. These might include machine baseplates and any column plates or structural elements that have been aligned to a precise level and are to be fully supported by a precision, total-bearing, non-shrink grout. Rock anchors, anchor bolts, small leveling pads, nonstructural seam caulking and filler grout applications are not considered as precision grouting.

**COLD WEATHER RECOMMENDED TEMPERATURE GUIDELINES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Preferred</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foundation &amp; plates</td>
<td>45 °F (7 °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing Water</td>
<td>45 °F (7 °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grout, mixed And placed</td>
<td>45 °F (7 °C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above indicates the minimum recommended temperatures for the grout after it has been mixed, at lower temperatures the initial set may be delayed and deter form stripping. Retarded set due to low temperatures can be detrimental, allowing settlement or bleeding.

**1. Mixed grout temperature:**

Temperature of the mixed and placed grout is affected by the temperature of the dry, packaged grout, the temperature of the mixing water, the amount of the grout being mixed, the ambient temperature, the temperature of concrete substrate and the equipment or member being grouted.

a.) The optimum storage temperature for the packaged grout is 60-75 °F (15-24 °C).

b.) Mixers and pumps should be warmed prior to use, if this is done with hot water rinsing, all rinse water must be discharged before grouting operations begin.

c.) Warm the mixing water as necessary to provide mixed grout in the recommended temperature range. Do not use mix water in excess of 90 °F (32 °C).

d.) Cooler temperatures will require less mix water to achieve the desired fluidity/flow of the grout. Ultimate strengths achieved may be higher with cooler temperature. Initial set and early age strengths will be lower at cooler temperatures.

e.) Water demand will vary with temperature; never mix the grout to a consistency that produces bleeding or segregation.

f.) Mixing time: follow the on package instructions.

g.) Mixing methods: Precision grouts utilize sophisticated chemistry requiring proper mixing. Use mixing methods as recommended in the product literature. Do not hand mix.

**2. Foundation and equipment temperatures:**

a.) Measure the temperatures of the baseplate and the concrete foundation with a surface thermometer.

b.) If the temperatures of the baseplate or foundation are below the minimum recommended, warm to 45 °F (7 °C). Heating large baseplates and foundations is best done with radiant heat (such as infrared) as it will penetrate solids. Success has also been reported by enclosing of the equipment, baseplates, and foundation to be grouted inside a plastic covered frame and utilizing space heaters. Small enclosures and equipment may be heated using electric light bulbs. Do not use open fires, coal or gas fired heaters unless they are fully vented outside the enclosure.

The grout cavity may be filled with warm water using a recirculating heater or immersion heater. This will also assure the concrete is saturated when grout is placed. All water must be removed from the cavity prior to grout placement.

In very cold weather or when grouting large equipment and foundations, allow adequate time to accomplish the warming process.

**3. Curing temperature**

a.) Freshly placed grout must be protected from freezing. From the time of placement, the in-place grout temperature must be maintained at or above 45 °F (7 °C) until the grout has reached 1000 psi (7 MPa). It must then be protected from freezing until a minimum compressive strength of 4000 psi (27 MPa) has been reached.

b.) Cold/cool temperatures retard early strength gain. Early strengths may be accelerated by warm moist curing. Use caution as this heat must be uniformly applied to avoid thermal shock damage.

c.) Curing is critical for long-term strength gain. Refer to the most current published product data. Contact BASF Construction Systems Technical Support for additional information.

**4. Moisture Retention-Curing**

a.) Because the rate of hydration within the grout is retarded at low temperatures, moisture retention/curing time should be
extended when grout temperatures are below 50 °F (10 °C). Premature drying negatively affects the properties of the in-place grout.

b.) Keep the exposed grout surfaces covered with clean, wet cloth/rags for 24 hours or more at temperatures below 50 °F (10 °C). The cloth/rags need to be kept continuously moist during this period. Covering the wet cloth with plastic sheeting will aid in retaining moisture.

c.) Immediately after removal of the moist cloth/rags, paint all exposed grout with two coats of a BASF curing compound that meets the moisture retention requirements of ASTM C 1315.

Note: Consider MasterFlow 4316 if the ambient temperature of cool/cold and heating in not an option.

HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL
Read, understand and follow all Safety Data Sheets and product label information for this product prior to use. The SDS can be obtained by visiting www.master-builders-solutions.basf.us, e-mailing your request to basfbscst@basf.com or calling 1(800) 433-9517. Use only as directed. For medical emergencies only, call ChemTrec® 1(800)424-9300.

LIMITED WARRANTY NOTICE
BASF warrants this product to be free from manufacturing defects and to meet the technical properties on the current Technical Data Guide, if used as directed within shelf life. Satisfactory results depend not only on quality products but also upon many factors beyond our control. BASF MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY OR GUARANTEE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE WITH RESPECT TO ITS PRODUCTS. The sole and exclusive remedy of Purchaser for any claim concerning this product, including but not limited to, claims alleging breach of warranty, negligence, strict liability or otherwise, is the replacement of product or refund of the purchase price, at the sole option of BASF. Any claims concerning this product must be received in writing within one (1) year from the date of shipment and any claims not presented within that period are waived by Purchaser. BASF WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL (INCLUDING LOST PROFITS) OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OF ANY KIND.

Purchaser must determine the suitability of the products for the intended use and assumes all risks and liabilities in connection therewith. This information and all further technical advice are based on BASF’s present knowledge and experience. However, BASF assumes no liability for providing such information and advice including the extent to which such information and advice may relate to existing third party intellectual property rights, especially patent rights, nor shall any legal relationship be created by or arise from the provision of such information and advice. BASF reserves the right to make any changes according to technological progress or further developments. The Purchaser of the Product(s) must test the product(s) for suitability for the intended application and purpose before proceeding with a full application of the product(s). Performance of the product described herein should be verified by testing and carried out by qualified experts.